Case Report

Delayed diagnosis of nasopharyngeal carcinoma in a patient with early signs of unilateral ear disorder
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Abstract
Nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) is the most frequent head and neck malignancy in Indonesia. Misdiagnosis of NPC is common because of unspecific symptoms as unilateral ear complaint. This case reminds doctors of the early symptoms of NPC and of other factors which lead to misdiagnosis and addresses also patients and their families. Reported is a 44 years old man with unilateral ear disorder that had been treated by otorhinolaryngologists, an ophthalmologist, a neurologist, and dentist first, but diagnosed with nasopharyngeal carcinoma stage IVA (T4N1M0) one year later. NPC has unspecific early symptoms such as unilateral ear disorder. Primarily doctors, but also patients and their families should be aware of unilateral ear complaint.
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NPC patients in early stage (T1, T2, N0-1 without metastasis) have a 5 years survival rate of 85%, whereas in advanced stage (T3, T4 dan N2, N3 without metastasis) the 5 years survival rate is 65%. The 10 years free disease rate in early stage is 67-71% and for advanced stage it is 29 - 54%. Therefore, it is important to recognize factors related to the delay of symptoms and misdiagnosis to improve identification and early management.

CASE REPORT

We reported one case of a 44-year-old man, Sumatran ethnicity from Lampung Province with chief complaint about intermittent tinnitus in right ear since one year. The tinnitus disappeared in physical activity. Patient also complained about loss of hearing in the right ear, fullness in right ear, headache, and pain in the right retroorbital region. There was no history of otorrhea and head trauma. There was

Nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) has a high incidence rate in Southern China, South East Asia, Japan, North Africa and the Middle East. The incidence rate of NPC in Southern China ranges from 15 to 50 per 100,000 inhabitants. The nasopharyngeal malignancy is the most common malignancy of head and neck in Indonesia, the fourth most common cancer after ovarium, breast and skin cancer. The incidence rate of NPC in Indonesia is 6.2 per 100,000 population or 12,000 new cases every year.

Early detection of NPC is difficult, but early diagnosis is important to achieve optimum results of treatment. The difficulty of early NPC diagnosis is caused by unspecific early symptoms such as ear and nose complaints. Ear complaints in this malignancy have unilateral characteristic, such as Eustachian tube dysfunction, otitis media effusion, conductive hearing loss and ear pain.
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no complaint on the left ear. This patient did not complain about stuffed nose or bleeding from the nose. He presented to the first otorhinolaryngologist and was told that he did not have any disease and should consult to a dentist. He was given ear drops.

He consulted to a dentist and was told that there was a decay in left upper tooth. His tooth was extracted but the complaints did not decrease. Three months later, the patient complained of tinnitus and fullness in the right ear. He consulted to the second otorhinolaryngologist and was told that there was no disorder. The patient received ear drops and 10 times ear thermal therapy, but there was still no improvement.

Three months after he had presented to the second otorhinolaryngologist, the patient complained about double vision in the right eye. There was no blurred vision and no complaint of the nose. The patient presented again to the second otorhinolaryngologist and was consulted to a neurologist and an ophthalmologist. Patient was transferred to do computed tomography and no abnormality was found. He was only given analgetics until 4 months. The ophthalmologist stated that the eye complaint was only caused by tiredness in the eye and recommended vitamins to improve his vision.

In February 2012, four months after he consulted with the neurologist the patient went to the third otorhinolaryngologist with the same complaints and was told again that there was no disorder. The patient was suggested to go to another dentist for further evaluation. Then, he underwent panoramic radiography. The radiographic examination showed sclerotic finding around the radices of the upper right teeth number 4 through 8 with the possibility of chronic periodontitis. The upper left teeth number 7 and 8, right lower region number 6 and 7, and left lower region number 6 and 8 had already fallen out. There was no radical cyst or granuloma. The dentist extracted 4 teeth in the upper right region, but complaints did not improve.

In April 2012, exactly one year after his first complaints, the patient presented to the fourth otorhinolaryngologist with the same complaints and was subjected to audiologic examination with tune fork, audiometry, and timpanometry. From Weber examination there was laterализation to the right ear. From the audiometry result there was a mild conductive hearing loss with threshold of 35 dB at the right ear and 10 dB at the left ear. The tympanometry results were type B on the right ear and type A at the left ear.

The patient was diagnosed with right otitis media effusion and consulted to the fifth otorhinolaryngologist for nasopharyngeal malignancy suspicion.

The fifth otorhinolaryngologist examined the right ear with result of wide ear canal, no secrete, no cerumen, intact tympanic membrane and decreased cone of light reflection. The left ear examination showed wide ear canal, no secrete, no cerumen, intact tympanic membrane and normal cone of light reflection. Examination in the right and left nasal cavities showed wide nasal cavity, eutrophy...
inferior turbinate, no deviation of septum and mass. From throat examination, the pharyngeal arch was symmetrical, uvula in the middle, tonsil T1/T1, and normal posterior pharyngeal wall. The examination in the right neck region revealed lymph node enlargement level II sized 1.5 x 1 cm².

Nasoendoscopic examination resulted in mass with smooth surface on right nasopharyngeal roof which obliterates Rosenmüller fossa, torus tubarius, and narrowed Eustachian tube.

Computed tomography re-examination showed nasopharyngeal mass with extension to the surrounding structure and infiltrate intracranially and also infiltrate to the right temporal lobe. There was lymph nodes enlargement in left submandibular region and colli bilateral region with biggest size of 1.6 x 0.9 cm² and left maxillary sinusitis.

The nasopharyngeal biopsy represented undifferentiated, keratinized nasopharyngeal carcinoma (WHO-3), type A (WF), moderate

Figure 3. Audiometry examination of the right ear showed mild conductive hearing loss at threshold 35 dB

Figure 4. Nasoendoscopic examination showed mass with smooth surface on the right nasopharyngeal roof

Figure 5. Computed tomography showed nasopharyngeal mass with extension to the surrounding structure infiltrating the intracranium and right temporal lobe. Lymph nodes enlargement of left submandibular and colli bilateral with biggest size of 1.6 x 0.9 cm² and left maxillary sinusitis.
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malignancy. Thorax x-ray, abdominal ultra sonography, and bone scan showed no further metastases.

The patient was also consulted to an ophtalmologist, a dentist, and neurologist. In accordance with consultation reports, the eye movement showed no abnormality in each direction, anterior and posterior segment showed no abnormality, funduscopy was within normal limit, impression of right and left eye was normal. The dentist found no focal infection in the oral cavity, so that the dental treatment was finished and the patient could be radiated. Neurologist consultation found that there were lesions at the right trigeminal nerve; first, second, and third branch (sensoric), diplopia (right abducen nerve paressis), right facialis nerve paressis. Thus, the conclusions were multiple cranial palsy with suspect of infiltration into cranial base.

In conclusion, the patient had NPC WHO type 3 T4N1M0 (stage IV A) and treated with chemoradiation: 33 times radiation with 66 Gy and chemotherapy weekly with cisplatin 60 mg/m². Eight weeks post-treatment, the result from clinical and radiologic examination showed complete response.

DISCUSSION

This report is about 44 year old male patient with unilateral ear disorder and late diagnosis of nasopharyngeal carcinoma. The ear disorder is the most common initial complaint of NPC, reaching 89% as reported by Abdullah, et al10 or 60% based on the report of Adham, et al. 4 Ear disorder is not a specific for nasopharyngeal symptom even though it is a common complaint in early stage of NPC and therefore, diagnosis for NPC is often late. Ear disorder in NPC is usually unilateral, with tinnitus as a form of Eustachian tube disorder, otitis media effusion, conductive hearing loss, and otalgia. The ear symptom may be diagnosed as another common ear disease or to be caused by upper tract respiratory infection. This happens because “ear symptom” is not pathognomonic for NPC, especially in low rate incidence area. 4,7,11

Our patient had no enlargement of cervical lymph nodes as further complaint and nasal symptom. The enlargement of cervical lymph nodes and nasal symptoms are the most common reasons that cause patients come to health care professionals. Muthanna and Alaryani12 reported that among 100 patients with NPC, 60% had enlarged cervical lymph nodes and 50% had nasal symptom, while Alabi, et al13 reported that 96.7% of 30 patients had enlarged cervical lymph nodes and 66.7% of them had nose bleeding.

The desire of patients to overcome their ear complaint is high. This can be seen from the high number of patients who visit an otorhinolaryngologist directly after suffering ear symptoms and in this case from the history of previous multiple visits to other specialists who did not manage to improve the patient’s symptoms. The doctors did not consider ear symptoms as an early indication of NPC, but considered dental disorder as the cause. The medical history of double vision is a symptom of advanced NPC which caused paralysis of cranial nerve 3, 4, and 6.

Some studies state that there are two factors as the cause of misdiagnosis of NPC, which are patient factors (patient delay) and health system factors (professional delay). Improper diagnosis, lack of suspicion of NPC by professional health practitioners and consideration of dental abnormalities play a very important role in late diagnosis.14–16

Delay in diagnosis may be up to 12 months counted from the first consultation to an otorhinolaryngologist. This is similar to the report by Prassad and Pua15 that health professionals diagnose NPC within 127 days on the average, which means, more than 4 months. Patients with nasal complaint as an early symptom will be diagnosed of NPC within 26 days, with intracranial symptoms within 51 days, with cervical lymph nodes enlargement in 3 months, and with ear symptoms in nearly 9 months.15

Patients’ unilateral otitis media efusion may be caused by Eustachian tube dysfunction as the result of tumor depression.17 This symptom can be examined by otoscopy, audiometry, and tympanometry, while nasoendoscopy and nasopharyngeal biopsy can be used to diagnose NPC. This corresponds with the research by Glynn, et al18 who tried to correlate the incidence of serous otitis media with the incidence of NPC.

The otorhinolaryngologist, neurologist, and dentist as medical practitioners were not able to diagnose an early case of NPC. These practitioners were not aware of NPC as differential diagnosis leading to misdiagnosis. This may be due to the difficulty of nasopharyngeal examination and the fact that NPC has unspecific symptoms. 9,19
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Nasoendoscopic examination can show the involvement of mucosa and the tumor expansion to the nasal cavity or oropharynx, while examination of biopsy samples from the nasopharynx will confirm the diagnosis and determine the histopathologic type.

The histologic feature of our patient was a type A undifferentiated non-keratinizing carcinoma. WHO 1978 classified this histologic feature into type 3, while based on WHO 2005 classification, this feature is included in type 2, which is a non-keratinizing carcinoma with undifferentiated subtype. Undifferentiated carcinoma has a higher success rate for local tumor therapy but has a higher incidence of metastasis compared to well-differentiated type. Type A is related to prognosis as stated by Hsu, et al. that type A is an intermediate malignancy with 30 - 40% survival rate.

Staging of NPC in this patient is based on a complete physical examination, CT scan, chest x-ray, abdominal ultrasound, and bone scan. Based on these examinations, the staging of this patient is T4N1M0 according to AJCC/UICC 2010. CT scan examination was demonstrated to evaluate the expansion of primary tumor and the presence of nodal enlargement, while chest x-ray, abdominal ultrasound, and bone scan were demonstrated to evaluate the presence of distant metastasis.

This patient was given chemoradiation therapy according to NCCN 2011 and based on AJCC/UICC 2010, which stated that T1, N1-3, or T2-4, all N (stage II, III, IVa, IVb) NPC should be given concurrent chemoradiation. Adjuvant chemotherapy or induction chemotherapy can be added to the treatment protocol.

This patient had had 85% survival rate for 5 years and 67-71% for 10 years free of recurrence rate, if he was diagnosed earlier. Due to the delay of diagnosis, the patient was diagnosed at T4N1M0 (stage IVa), which has 65% of 5 years survival rate and 29-54% of 10 years free of recurrence rate. The delay of diagnosis in this patient decreased the quality of life, increased the financial burden, and also increased psychological problems for the patient and his family.

In conclusion, early diagnosis of NPC is essential for the prognosis. NPC has unspecific early symptoms, such as unilateral ear complaint. Therefore, medical practitioners must improve their diagnostic capabilities especially in differential diagnosis and to consider the possibility of NPC. Patients and their families should also be aware of these complaints in regions with high incidence of NPC.
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